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some time ago rumored popular singer A$AP Rocky is about to cooperate with Adidas Originals launched a joint shoes, today
brought you the world's first preview appreciation. The joint shoes except A$AP Rocky and Adidas Originals, Adidas Originals close
cooperation with the designer Jeremy Scott is also involved, but also doomed this pair of shoes will be non joint general wonderful.
The joint shoes using Jeremy Scott x adidas Originals JS Wings 2 classic shoes as the prototype, with thick canvas black as vamp
with leather lining, and the upper element with reference to the previous "American flag" limited version of the left foot were selected
stripes and stars pattern, and with more is the debut embroidery craft of higher order. It is reported that the debut will also include a
short Tee, including clothing, single products, interested friends, please continue to lock our follow-up reports! 

a speedboat at the end of the month the team in Blake Griffin with Jordan Super.Fly 2 had to fight, then the shoes configuration is not
very clear, in the upcoming all star weekend Jordan Super.Fly 2 will officially meet with you, in science and technology we are most
concerned about the use of the Air Jordan XX8 most people about Flight Plate technology, which is to Air Jordan XX8 many cannot
afford the high price and want to try the new choice of new technology golfers launched, but there is no doubt that Blake Griffin will be
in the star game with the money to fight, now release the red / yellow / blue three color in Houston the shop has been ahead of the
show, love friends please pay close attention to the following more information. 
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